If you perceive deeply enough, you may perceive
your Self as you indicated your Self and presented
your Self into different forms, all receiving this
energy information you have chosen to bring in
right now, in this presentation of your Self into this
presence of the energy field.
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Lani speaking to you, linking
with you, wherever you are in
your personal space. As you
link with me, immediately
switch into awareness of
yourself as a Being of Light,
strengthen that knowing, and
then come through the open
doorway and assemble with
all of us gathered in the
receiving area of the Station
of Light.
Even though we call it the receiving area of the
Station of Light, I have the perception that I am
seeing the entire Earth from above and seeing all
of us as if the Earth itself is the Station of Light. Do
you see that, do you sense that, do you know that?
This is how we begin today.

“Entering into this dimensional energy sphere,
Beloved, Orem coming forward to acknowledge
you and greet you, we refer to you generally as
Beings of Light as the Star Seeds. Indeed you will
be familiar with that term.
All places of existence have been seeded by
Beings from universal consciousness – from the
original point of creation – and it was from that point
that you chose to assemble in this moment of
experience and you chose to position yourself in
particular localities and that may include various
other time dimensions and existences.
There is at the present gathering and the present
experience, a linking in of many of the dimensional
portals through consciousness. This is a reminder
that there is no definition known to you in particular
as time or place. It is all intersections of experience
and at this time there is this conjunction all around
you, all through you as an existence as a portal
through which energy comes into you and through
you. So, we are speaking about you as a Being who
seeded the planet you are on from other star
systems and this is a time when you have moved
into the particular alignment which facilitates a
more expansive expression of your Self and the
expression of your Self is experiencing
transformation. When we talk about Self, we are
talking about your existence as a consciousness,
as a dimensional field of existence. As such, your
Self as a dimensional field of existence,
consciously can envelop your body form, your
locality, your planet, in this Light that is coming
through this alignment that you have chosen to
present yourself into, in this moment throughout
experience.

All throughout these words there are spaces. Do
you receive the energy within the spaces, between
the utterance of the words? This is the importance
of you perceiving and receiving, realising what
these presentations have drawn you into as you
find that you are part of the very fabric of existence
and you have chosen to manifest within that and
you have chosen to manifest certain idealistic
patterns for your Self. Your choice as you
experience all of this is manifesting in you and
through you.
In previous gatherings we have reminded you that
you can use this energy from the point of origin
existence to detach from yourself certain programs
that have existed in various layers of civilization that
have been around you. So, at this moment take the
opportunity to eliminate from the existence of
experience of Self, all of that which does not serve
you now and you would understand from that, that
many of those aspects we refer to will have been
perhaps keeping you at a certain layer of realization
and thoughts and interference which subtly detract
from your exact realization that you have been
seeding the planet with the Light Energy and
Information.
Would this give you a sense of fulfilment,
understanding, perhaps completing a sequence of
realisations you have had? All of this will allow you
to move through that intersection and alignment of
energy which allow you to step into the greater
realization of this seeding of this planet. It may take
you to perceive the Earth mass as it was formed, as
it was seeded with the elements that would assist
you as the particular form which adapted to the
elements which were part of the composition of this
sphere named Earth.

So, you brought into that, pockets of information,
pockets of energy to assist you as you further
seeded the planet and the opportunities now with
you are becoming more apparent of the level of
existence that you need to be expressing in the
pure aspect of Light. We do not need to label those.
You know already. When you step out of the layer
of resistance and any form of limitation, you are that
absolute Being that was the original existence of
you as a pattern of light. In that way you perceived
what was needed in different realities in different
aspects of creation. Here you are.
Do you sense this as the beginning of a new cycle?
Do you sense that the Earth itself and the particular
system around its sun is changing and you are part
of that change? You are manifesting everything
which will help you to acclimatize to the change,
because you are the change. This is you existing in
a different formation of energy throughout you.
Your Self is creating the formation. Your conscious
Self is creating the adaptation to the energy which
you are bringing forward. You will be assimilating
this. You will be understanding it. You will be
manifesting all of this. It is within you. It is a very
clear connection you have in this presentation. We
acknowledge this because we perceive it, we know
it.

“We again come forward to help
you harness all of this around you
and within you. I am known as
AnTur and I have been observing
you through different portals
through dimensional time and
placement to be with you at this
conjunction and to allow this to be
a coherent energy field all around
you. The planet could be referred
to as mass, as an enlargement of a
purified energy mass and so this is
assimilating all of the pure aspect
of existence in you and around you.
You are enveloped in our space here with much
love and acknowledgement of you, for in effect we
are one of the combined Federation of Beings, the
Galactic Beings present.
I withdraw now

AnTur out “

Lani with you again and as I take in a breath I am
aware of all of us gathered again in this dimension
outside of our normal physical parameters as we
gather in all of this experience. Now feel that you
are drawing all of this back into that which is known
as the physical You – the Earth Being stationed on
Earth – or, should I say the Star Seed stationed on
Earth!
Did you experience a drawing out of you of patterns
that may have been affecting you for a long time?
I experienced this and it leaves me filled with a
sense of happiness, of joy.
Bring this all back into you, experiencing it as you
choose, and orient yourself back into your locality,
the day, the time, even though you may sense all of
that has shifted. The time we refer to is also part of
the galactic orientation that we could refer to as
time. It seems to undo a lot of mis-representation,
mis-understanding and false teachings that have
not quite come from pure Source because they
have come through a pattern of the individual’s
mind and what they believe in.
This ends this particular session. Thank you for
being here and I end this session through the
Omega Communications Portal.

In the original presentation here in the receiving
state of this Station you again are aware of the
entire presentation of this Station of Light that you
are within. You are part of all that is and you have
many companions with you, some of you would
recognize Councils of Light, some of you would
recognize different star system patterns, some of
you would recognize Star Elder Beings. It is all part
of the quantum aspect of you and of what existence
is. You have a very definite singular connection and
interpretation as your Self orients itself back into the
body of light presentation here.

Lani

Thus my message to you in this particular time
experience is complete.

Orem out “
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